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ABSTRACT Ametamaterial lens refers to a planar structure having multiple metamaterial unit cells capable
of manipulating electromagnetic waves to improve antenna gains by changing their shape, geometry, size,
or orientation. In this paper, we propose a large-aperture metamaterial lens antenna (MLA) designed to
improve the gain of multiple beams emitted from a linear feed antenna array, taking multi-layer transmission
into account. A new channel model incorporating MLA is presented to evaluate the performance of the
proposed MLA on beam gain and system throughput gain. The channel model is derived by decomposing
the entire propagation channel from the transmit antenna to the receive antenna through metamaterial lens
into five serial channels. The measurement results of the MLA prototype prove that the channel model is
valid to reflect the actual multiple beam patterns. Simulation results based on the channel model show that
a single large-aperture MLA can achieve beam gain of up to 14 dB compared to the case without a lens.
Finally, by adopting the proposed large-aperture MLA, it is shown through system-level simulation that the
throughput of user equipment is increased on cellular networks.

INDEX TERMS Lens antenna, metamaterial, metasurface, MIMO, 6G.

I. INTRODUCTION
In order to meet the increasing demands for data rate in
wireless communications, mobile communication systems
are evolving toward utilizing higher frequencies such as
millimeter wave (mmWave) and terahertz (THz) bands (see
Fig.1) [1], [2]. Both mmWave and THz communication sys-
tems can utilize extremely large bandwidth and can therefore
boost peak data rates in 6G. However, electromagnetic (EM)
waves at higher spectrum experience orders-of-magnitude
more path loss than those at much lower spectrum at the
same propagation distance. Specifically, the physical relation
between wireless communication devices is described by
the fundamental equation in telecommunication engineering,
called Friis transmission equation, which is given as

Pr = (
λ

4πd
)2GtGrPt (1)

where Pr [W] is the received power at the distance d [m],
λ [m] is the wavelength of the EM wave, Gt and Gr is the
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FIGURE 1. Mobile cellular spectrum–from the first generation (1G) in the
1980s to the sixth generation (6G) that is predicted around 2030s.

transmit (TX) and receive (RX) antenna gain, respectively,
and Pt [W] is the transmit power of a TX antenna. Since λ is
inversely proportional to the frequency f , i.e., f = λ/cwhere
c is the speed of EMwaves including light, the received power
Pr at a certain transmission distance d decreases rapidly,
inversely proportional to the square of the frequency, i.e.,
Pr ∝ 1/f 2. Governed by (1), one of the practical solutions
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to exploit the broad spectrum of the mmWave and THz bands
in cellular networks is either to increase the input transmit
power Pt or to improve the TX and RX antenna gains Gt
and Gr . However, Pt cannot be increased indefinitely due
to radio regulations to protect human body from hazardous
radiowaves and the power efficiency required for cellular net-
works. Therefore, an efficient way to overcome the intrinsic
high loss of received power of mmWave and THz waves is to
increase Gt and Gr at all costs [3].

On the other hand, there is also a promising way to increase
antenna gain thanks to its high-frequency characteristics.
As the frequency increases, the physical size of the antenna
element decreases. At mmWave and THz frequencies, the
wavelengths are so short that hundreds of antenna elements
can be designed on the same physical space where only a few
elements are currently possible. This allows a large number
of antenna elements to be packaged within a reasonable form
factor to take advantage of higher antenna gain. 5G, a state-
of-the-art mobile communication technology standard that
was first commercialized in 2019, has been growing based
on this multiple-antenna technology, also known as massive
multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) [4]. With mas-
sive MIMO technology, 5G achieves high beamforming gain
that would secure the coverage and reduce interference of the
system because the beamwidth of massive MIMO becomes
much narrower than before.

Massive MIMO technology promises significant antenna
gain, but it also entails new challenges associated with the
practical difficulties of densely deploying a very large num-
ber of antenna elements [5]. For example, a large amount
of antenna elements incurs tremendous hardware complex-
ity, including the cost associated with radio frequency (RF)
chains composed of mixers, amplifiers, D/A and A/D con-
verters at each of the TX/RX antennas. Increased total energy
consumption by using multiple RF chains boils down to a
banal method of increasing Pt as before, unlike the initial
purpose of increasing antenna gain by massive MIMO.

To reduce the number of required antennas and correspond-
ing RF chains while maintaining high beamforming gain,
an electromagnetic lens antenna (ELA) with a reasonable
number of antenna elements has been proposed [5]–[7]. With
a carefully designed shape, EM lenses made of dielectric
material can refract incident EMwave toward a desired direc-
tion so that the transmitted energy can be concentrated in a
targeted area. Thus, ELA can focus on dispersive energy and
provide spatial separation of multipaths to improve the per-
formance of cellular networks. However, dielectric EM lenses
are difficult to integrate with multiple antenna techniques due
to their bulky size, high insertion loss, and long focal lengths
to control the beam gain.

Instead of dielectric ELA, metamaterial lens antenna
(MLA) structures have attracted much attention in recent
years [8]–[10]. Metamaterials are defined as artificial com-
posites that obtain electrical properties from their structure
rather than their constituent materials. Various fields such
as antennas, lenses, transmission lines, and electromagnetic

band gaps are actively studied as applications that utilize the
electrical properties of metamaterials [11]–[14]. In terms of
EM theory, it can change (relative) electric permittivity ε and
magnetic permeability µ. And the refractive index n of a
material is the square root of the product of ε and µ, i.e., n =
√
εµ. Thus, just as ELA changes the directions of refracted

EM waves with the thickness of the dielectric medium, one
can refract impinging EM waves by changing the physical
structures of the metamaterial. In particular, by densely dis-
posing of metamaterial unit cells with different ε and µ on a
plane, one can design a planarmetamaterial lenswith superior
lens properties such as smaller size, lower insertion loss, and
shorter focal length compared to dielectric ones [15]. There
have been several studies on MLA to achieve beam gain
from a single antenna [9], but few have been considered on
the multi-layer transmission with multiple-antenna. Because
MLA research is still in its infancy, existing studies have been
focused on the realization of the single-fed MLA [10].

This paper proposes a large-aperture MLA design for
multi-layer MIMO transmission for 6G. The design process
of the proposedMLA is as follows: First, the radiation pattern
of a feed antenna is determined. Based on the received power
from the feed antenna, each MLA unit cell is designed to
impede incoming EM waves to compose collimated beams
with other unit cells. The phase offset values are determined
by the meta channel, which includes the geometric model-
ing of MLA and EM wave propagation. Measurement and
simulation results show that significant lens gains of up to
14 dB can be obtained in various beam directions by the
lens prototype which is composed of 28 × 28 unit cells,
within 50.4 mm× 50.4 mm size, operating at 28 GHz carrier
frequency and 50 MHz bandwidth. 1 Therefore, it is possible
to utilize the proposed large-aperture MLA to reduce the
number of feed antenna elements and RF chains required
to implement a large-scale MIMO system while maintain-
ing high beamforming gain. In addition, the network perfor-
mance improvement was verified by applying the proposed
MLA design to the system-level simulation considering the
mmWave band propagation channel. Thus, the proposed
MLA can be utilized as a new antenna system for 6G cellular
networks to mitigate high path loss and fading and ensure
sufficient received signal powers.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. We first briefly
introduce theoretical backgrounds of metamaterial lens and
metamaterial unit cell design in Section II. Next, Section III
introduces the proposedMLA system design and a new chan-
nel modeling method that encompasses the novel properties
of MLA. Section IV shows the simulation results to prove
the throughput gain obtained from the proposed multi-layer
transmission scheme with the proposed MLA structure, and
Section V concludes the paper.

1Since the main purpose of this paper is to identify the possibility of
increasing lens gain by the designed metamaterial unit cells, the efficiency
of the metamaterial lens is not considered. Lens efficiency can be calculated
by measuring the radiation pattern of the anechoic chamber, which is beyond
the scope of this article.
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FIGURE 2. The generalized law of reflection and refraction.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDS
A. PRINCIPLE OF METAMATERIAL LENS
The principle of metamaterial lenses is represented by the
generalized law of reflection and refraction, initially intro-
duced in 2011 [16], [17]. In a nutshell, it describes the relation
between the incident and refracted angles of an EM wave
across the metamaterial when the one-dimensional metama-
terial unit cell has a negligible thickness along the z-axis and
a phase discontinuity dφ(x)/dx along the x-axis, as shown in
Fig. 2. The formula is given as follows:

nt sin(θt )− ni sin(θi) =
λ

2π
dφ(x)
dx

(2)

where θt , θi, nt , ni are angles and refractive indexes of
transmitted and incident mediums, respectively. Note that
without phase discontinuity introduced by the metamaterial
(i.e., if dφ(x)/dx = 0), (2) is equivalent to Snell’s law of
refraction2 following traditional geometric optics. It implies
that the refracted wave can have an arbitrary direction θt ,
provided that a gradient of phase discontinuity along interface
is properly implemented as shown Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 depicts the reciprocal property of a metamaterial
lens. The left subfigure illustrates that a spherical wave from a
TX feed antenna forms a directive plane wave by the metama-
terial. This beam controllability is attributed to the unit cells
with different phase offsets φmeta, depending on the radial
distance d to the focal axis through antenna and the center of
metamaterial lens. According to the Huygens-Fresnel princi-
ple, the equiphase wave fronts can be generated by construc-
tive interference of phase-delayed spherical waves [18]. The
right subfigure illustrates the reverse phenomenon. From the
plane wave generated by a feed antenna array,3 the metama-
terial concentrates the EM wave by applying phase offsets.
In this paper, it is assumed that the phase and amplitude of
spherical waves from multiple antennas interfere each other
at themetamaterial lens, and the unit cells act as phase shifters
that are spatially distributed to enhance different beam direc-
tions to take advantage of the MLA structure.

2Snell’s law states that the ratio of the sines of the angles of incidence
and refraction is equivalent to the reciprocal of the ratio of the indices of
refraction: ni sin(θi) = nt sin(θt )

3In the following example and after, the reactive near-field of the EMwave
is negligible, since only the distances within far-field condition (further than
Fraunhofer distance) are considered, i.e., d > dF = (2D2)/λ, where D is
the antenna dimension.

B. IMPLEMENTATION OF METAMATERIAL UNIT CELLS
Although this paper focuses on the benefit of multi-layer
transmission with a large-aperture MLA structure for cel-
lular networks rather than the physical implementation of
metamaterial, we would like to briefly introduce some of the
published metamaterial unit cell designs.

In practice, metamaterial unit cells induce discrete phase
delays (or phase offsets) to the incoming EM waves depend-
ing on their physical characteristics. To change phase offsets,
unit cells consist of a single or multi-layer planar structure
by periodically printing sub-wavelength metal structures on
a dielectric substrate [19]–[21]. For example, there are several
implementations of single or multi-layered Jerusalem cross-
shaped metamaterial unit cell [9], [22]. Split-ring resonator
structure with different widths and lengths of metal are also
feasible to constitute the metamaterial lens [23], [24]. Note
that these structures are usually much smaller than the corre-
sponding wavelength of EM waves, normally tenth of wave-
length. Recently, not only the experimental prototypes but
also metamaterial lenses are being manufactured on printed
circuit boards (PCBs) [25], so mass production is expected to
be possible soon.

A remaining problem with the MLA structure is that there
is a quantization loss due to the discrete form factor of
metamaterial unit cell. This can be addressed by diversi-
fying the unit cell design to have an arbitrary phase shift.
For example, some of early studies show that there are 17
different design of metamaterial unit cells by changing their
width, length, diameter of the structure, which results in
considerable quantization losses [26]. Utilizing different type
of dielectric materials could be another option to change the
phase-delaying properties of the unit cells. Current research
trends are mainly focused on a new design of metamaterial
unit cells to enhance the single antenna-fed EMwaves to only
a certain direction, which is normally boresight direction.
However, the research trend of MLA is gradually changing
from single-layer transmission to the multi-layer transmis-
sion to acquire both beamforming gain and spatial multiplex-
ing gain, which is a main contribution of our paper.

III. METAMATERIAL LENS ANTENNA SYSTEM
A. SYSTEM DESIGN
Fig. 4 shows the proposed MLA TX structure4 applied for
S × U multi-antenna transmission system at a base sta-
tion (BS) studied in this paper. The modulated symbols are
mapped to codeword with layer according to the channel
state information feedback from the receiver. The precoding
process is done by multiplying the precoding matrix P to the
given codeword vector. The waveform generation is done by
following multiplexing schemes such as OFDM. The dotted
box in Fig. 4 is the main part of the proposed MLA structure
in this article, which contains the TX feed antennas (triangles)

4In the proposed scheme, the beam patterns with different direction are
generated in spatially distributed metamaterial unit cells. Thus, it actually
radiates from different locations, but is conceptually illustrated to help
understanding.
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FIGURE 3. Principle of metamaterial lens antenna. Left subfigure shows that a spherical wave radiated from feed antenna is transformed to a plane
wave by metamaterial unit cells (red circles) which have different phase shifting properties. Right subfigure shows the reciprocal phenomenon by
metamaterial lens to form a focused wave from a plane wave radiated from feed antenna array.

and the metamaterial lens (rectangle). Assuming that Ey is an
U × 1 RX signal vector at an user equipment (UE), it can be
expressed as

Ey = HPEx + En (3)

where H is the U × S channel matrix between TX and
RX antennas, P is a precoding matrix,5 Ed is a modulated
symbol vector, Ex is a codeword vector, and En is an additive
white Gaussian noise vector. From (3), the proposed MLA
structure changes the previous MIMO channel matrix H into
MLA-incorporated channel matrix Hmeta representing entire
propagation channel from the feed TX antenna to the RX
antenna, which will be described in detail in the following
subsections. Note that the blue ellipse represents the first
beamforming pattern by a precoding P, and the red ellipse
represents the enhanced beamforming pattern after the meta-
material lens.

B. MULTIPLE FEED ANTENNA MODELING
First, we model the radiation pattern of the feed antenna
herein to derive a new channel modelHmeta from the previous
H . Let Ae(θ, φ) represent an antenna radiation pattern and
measures the radiated power gain in all directions from a sin-
gle antenna element. For example, an isotropic antenna has no
power gain as the radiated power is the same in all directions,
i.e., Aisoe (θ, φ) = 0 dB. It is composed of elevation (vertical)
and azimuth (horizontal) fairs, denoted by Ae,V (θ, φ) and

5In this example, P represents a beamforming process to support
multi-layer transmission in multi-antenna wireless communications. It is
determined by BS considering channel state information (CSI) feedback
from UE.

FIGURE 4. Proposed MLA structure.

Ae,H (θ, φ), respectively, where θ is elevation angle and φ is
the azimuth angle in spherical coordinate. Following third-
generation partnership project (3GPP) technical report [27],
the elevation radiation power pattern Ae(θ, φ) in dB scale is
modeled as

Ae,V (θ, φ = 0) = −min

(
12
(
θ − 90
θ3dB

)2

, SLAV

)
(4)

where θ3dB is the vertical half-power beamwidth, and SLAV
is 30 dB and 25 dB for TX and RX respectively, and is
the side-lobe attenuation in vertical direction. Similarly, the
azimuth radiation pattern Ae,H (θ, φ)is modeled as

Ae,H (θ = 90, φ) = −min

(
12
(
φ

φ3dB

)2

,Amax

)
(5)

whereφ3dB the horizontal 3 dB beamwidth, and themaximum
attenuation Amax is 30 dB and 25 dB for TX and RX, respec-
tively. The combined 3D radiation power pattern Ae(θ, φ) is
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FIGURE 5. (a) MIMO channel without lens and (b) the proposed meta
channel model with MLA structure on TX and RX.

obtained as

Ae(θ, φ) = Gmax −min
(
−
(
Ae,V (θ )+ Ae,H (φ)

)
,Am

)
(6)

where Gmax is the maximum directive gain of an antenna
element.

In order to integrate the antenna radiation pattern with the
channel model, radiation field pattern F(θ, φ) is calculated
in case of polarized antenna element assuming that ζ is the
polarization slant angle in degree and are given by

Fθ (θ, φ) =
√
Ae(θ, φ) cos (ζ )

Fφ(θ, φ) =
√
Ae(θ, φ) sin (ζ ) (7)

respectively. In the following channel models and sim-
ulations, we assume that ζ is ±45◦ in order to model
cross-polarized antenna elements. Note that if ζ = 0◦ corre-
sponds to a purely vertically polarized antenna element, so we
can model both co-polarized or cross-polarized antennas for
any MLA design.

C. META CHANNEL
The meta channelHmeta refers to an integrated radio channel
in which metamaterial lenses are applied to the TX and RX
antenna arrays, so it can be decomposed into the following
five consecutive channels:

Hmeta = HAntRXHMRXHUMaHMTXHAntTX (8)

where 1) HAntTX is the channel from a TX antenna to a TX
metamaterial lens, 2) HMTX is the phase-delaying channel
applied by a TX metamaterial lens, 3) HUMa is the fast
fading urban macrocell (UMa) channel from a TX meta-
material lens to the RX metamaterial lens, 4) HMRX is the
phase-delaying channel applied by a RX metamaterial lens,
and 5) HAntRX is the channel from a RX metamaterial lens to
a RX antenna, as shown in Fig. 5(b) compared with existing
channels depicted in Fig. 5(a). Fig. 5 shows two figures:
(a) MIMO channel with lens, and (b) MIMO channel with
metamaterial lenses are inserted after the TX antennas and

before the RX antennas, respectively. Due to themetamaterial
unit cells, refracted rays are generated between the lens and
they are depicted with green lines that can reflect, refract,
or diffract by clusters generationM subpaths ofN multipaths.
Note that decomposing Hmeta into independent channels is
one of our major contributions. This is because, thanks to the
proposed method, it is possible to design the MLA structure
and simulate the effect of the designed MLA on the cellu-
lar network system. Lenses and feed antennas can also be
designed jointly with geometric parameters such as distance,
spacing, and phase delay of the metamaterial unit cell. This
is explained in more detail below.

First, HAntTX and HAntRX are predetermined stationary
channel because spatial variables such as the number of
antennas, the number of metamaterial unit cells, and the
distance between the antenna element and the metamaterial
unit cell are fixed once theMLA is fabricated. In this assump-
tion, the channel between antenna element s ∈ S to the
metasurface s′ ∈ S ′ can be given as

hs,s′ =
1
ds,s′

e−jkds,s′ × Fs(θs,s′ , φs,s′ ) (9)

where k is the wave number, ds,s′ is the distance in meter
between s and s′ and Fs(θs,s′ , φs,s′ ) is the radiation field pat-
tern of feed antenna element s toward metamaterial unit cell
s′ calculated in (7). This equation models the spherical wave
propagation from the antenna element s to the metamaterial
unit cell s′ composing the metasurface after the TX feed
antenna. Note that (9) assumes that only a direct path between
the antenna element and the metamaterial unit cell exists,
and reflected or scattered paths are neglected. Next, HMTX

andHMRX are phase-delaying diagonal matrices6 designed to
form co-phase waves to the beam angle θ , which is derived
as follows:

kdm sin (θ)+ ψm + ψant = 0 (10)

where dm is the distance between metamaterial unit cells, ψm
is the phase delay induced by metamaterial unit cell m, and
ψant is the sum of phases of EM waves coming from the feed
antenna calculated in (9). Eq. (10) implies that the summation
of all phase offsets of a ray passing through an antenna and a
metamaterial unit cell should have the same value for every
metamaterial element m. Note that ψm contains the sum of
phase offsets of HMTX and HMRX . As mentioned above, dm
is designed to be less than half a wavelength; Specifically,
which is set to one tenth of the wavelength in our proposed
MLA design.
Finally, propagation channel HUMa between TX and RX

MLA is derived as a sum of line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-
of-sight (NLOS) components. The NLOS fast fading channel

6 HMTX = diag(e−jkψ1 , . . . , e−jkψM ) =

 e−jkψ1 ... 0

0
. . . 0

0 0 e
−jkψMT

,
where each diagonal component ψm satisfies (10). Note that when there are
multiple incoming radio waves from feed antenna array, ψant should be the
sum of all radio waves of antenna elements
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HNLOS
(u,s,n,m)(t) is given in the 3GPP channel model [27] as

follows:

HNLOS
u,s,n,m(t)

=

√
Pn
M

[
Frx,u,θ (θn,m,ZOA, φn,m,AOA)
Frx,u,φ(θn,m,ZOA, φn,m,AOA)

]

×

 exp(j8θθn,m)
√
κ−1n,m exp(j8θφn,m)√

κ−1n,m exp(j8φθn,m) exp(j8φφn,m)


×

[
Ftx,s,θ (θn,m,ZOA, φn,m,AOA)
Ftx,s,φ(θn,m,ZOA, φn,m,AOA)

]
exp

(
j2π r̂Trx,n,md̄rx,u

λ0

)

× exp

(
j2π r̂Ttx,n,md̄tx,s

λ0

)
exp

(
j2π r̂Trx,n,m · v̄

λ0
t

)
(11)

where Pn is the power of cluster n, Frx,u,θ and Frx,u,φ are
vertical and horizontal radiation field pattern of RX antenna
element u, respectively, {φθθn,m, φ

θφ
n,m, φ

φθ
n,m, φ

φφ
n,m} are random

initial phase for each ray m of each cluster n for four dif-
ferent polarization combination (θθ, θφ, φθ, φφ), Ftx,s,θ and
Ftx,s,φ are vertical and horizontal radiation field pattern of TX
antenna element s, respectively, κn,m is the cross polarization
power ratio for each ray m of each cluster n, r̂rx,n,m is the
spherical unit vector with azimuth arrival angle φn,m,AOA and
elevation arrival angle θn,m,AOD, and rtx,n,m is the spherical
unit vector with azimuth departure angle φn,m,AOD and eleva-
tion departure angle θn,m,ZOD.
Likewise, the LOS fast fading channel HLOS

u,s,1(t) is given in
the 3GPP channel model [27] as

HLOS
u,s,1(t)

=

[
Frx,u,θ (θn,m,ZOA, φn,m,AOA)
Frx,u,φ(θn,m,ZOA, φn,m,AOA)

]T
×

[
1 0
0 1

] [
Ftx,s,θ (θn,m,ZOA, φn,m,AOA)
Ftx,s,φ(θn,m,ZOA, φn,m,AOA)

]
× exp

(
−j2π

d3D
λ0

)
exp

(
j2π r̂Trx,LOS d̄rx,u

λ0

)

× exp

(
j2π r̂Ttx,LOS d̄tx,s

λ0

)
exp

(
j2π r̂Trx,LOS · v̄

λ0
t

)
(12)

Consequently, HUMa
u,s is given by adding the LOS channel

coefficient to the NLOS channel impulse response and scal-
ing both terms according to the desired K-factor KR as

HUMa
u,s (τ, t) =

√
1

KR + 1
HNLOS
u,s (τ, t)

+

√
KR

KR + 1
HLOS
u,s,1(t)δ(τ − τ1) (13)

where HNLOS
u,s (τ, t) =

∑N
n=1

∑M
m=1H

NLOS
u,s,n,m(t) for N clusters

and M rays in a cluster [27].

IV. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
A. MEASUREMENT SETUP
Fig. 6 shows the measurement setup for the verification of
beamforming gain of MLA. The aperture size of lens pro-
totype was 50.4 mm × 50.4 mm which composed of 28 ×
28 unit cells. The design of the lens prototype is considering
the focal distance between the feed antenna and metamaterial
lens and the beamwidth of the feed dipole antenna for the
lens to fully utilize the transmitted power of the feed antenna,
and detailed specification of metamaterial is equivalent to
that utilized in [28]. A 1.6 dBi dipole antenna is used as a
feed antenna to simulate beams from multiple feed antenna
array with precoding p ∈ {e1, e2, e3, e4}, in 3, where en is
the unit vector with one in nth element. The distance between
feed antenna and metamaterial lens is set to 2 cm, which is
approximately 2λ0, where λ0 is the free-space wavelength
at 28 GHz carrier frequency. The metamaterial lens prototype
is designed to refract EM waves in 28 GHz and has the
focal distance of 2 cm to meet the far field condition of the
feed antenna. It was fabricated by printing metal unit cells
of different sizes on a dielectric substrate at λ0/2 intervals.
By having unit cells of different structures, different phases
can be applied to incoming EM waves as described in (1).
A horn antenna fixed to the rotator is used as the RX antenna
to measure the lens gain.

FIGURE 6. Measurement setup. The prototype of the metamaterial lens is
located in front of the dipole antenna for TX, and a horn antenna for RX
fixed to the rotator is positioned to measure the radiation patterns..

B. VERIFICATION OF THE PROPOSED MLA MODELING
Fig. 7a and 7b show the measurement and simulation results
of Fig. 6. Each plot in Fig. 7a is the radiation pattern mea-
sured by rotating the RX antenna from −90◦ to 90◦. The
measurements show that the maximum gain of 14 dB can be
achieved by the antenna selected by precoding. For the other
antennas, the boresight direction of radiation pattern moves
since the location of feed antenna is increased. As shown
in left inset of Fig. 7a, feed antenna moves to 1λ0(≈ 1cm)
further from the focal axis of metamaterial lens to change
the incident beam direction. Then, in this experiment, the
absolute distance between lens and antenna increases. As the
distance increases, the received power of the metamaterial
unit cells decreases, following the channel model in (9).
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FIGURE 7. Comparison between (a) measurement and (b) simulation of
beamforming gain of metasurface. The non-focal antenna gains decrease
due to the misaligned phase offsets of metamaterial lens fine-tuned for
the focal (blue line) antenna.

Fig. 7b simulate the array pattern after MLA by modeling (9)
and (10). As shown in Fig. 7, the simulation shows similar
results verifying that the proposedmeta channel model agrees
well with the experimental results with the MLA prototype.

C. MULTI-BEAM METAMATERIAL LENS DESIGN
Fig. 8a shows an example of received beam patterns along
the lens aperture from 4 × 1 linear cross-polarized feed
antennas. Note that only the one-dimensional MLA designs
are considered to evaluate the azimuth beam pattern. The
feed antennas are separated from each other by 0.5λ0. The
metamaterial lens radius is set to 8λ0, and the unit cells are
arranged linearly apart from each other by 0.1λ0, so the total
number of metamaterial unit cells S ′ is set to 161. In order to
tilt beam direction, discrete Fourier transform (DFT)-based
beamforming vector 8-TX codebook design was utilized, i.e.,
P = W (k)

(m,n) where k is the channel rank. For example, when

the rank is one, i.e., for k = 1,W (1)
(m,n) = 1/

√
8k [ νm φnνm ]T ,

νm = [ 1 ej2πm/32 ej4πm/32 ej6πm/32 ]T and φn = ejπn/2 for
n ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. Among the various beamforming vectors,
only five codebook patterns are realized in Fig. 8a, and the
received beam patterns are depicted to simplify metamaterial
lens design in Fig. 8b. Note that not only the five beams,
all other beams created by DFT-based beamforming vector
defined in new radio (NR) release 15 can be radiated toward

FIGURE 8. (a) Received beam pattern on the metamaterial lens and
(b) metamaterial lens gain along the radiation angle.

the large-aperture metamaterial lens by changing precoding
P. For the proposed MLA design, we separate the lens area
into five sub-areas that have respective phase offset values to
preserve the beam directions from linear feed antenna.

Fig. 8b shows lens gains from the designed metamaterial
lens from the initial beams of Fig. 8a. The metamaterial lens
is composed of 161 unit cells with 0.1λ0 size, and these
are designed to emit co-phased beams toward the received
direction with gains of up to 14 dB.7 Note that the meta
channel in (2) is utilized to design the co-phased beams.
By transmitting or receiving spatially different beams using
one large-apertureMLA,multi-layer transmission is possible,
and the aforementioned meta channel is required again in
order to design a high-gain MLA structure.

D. SYSTEM-LEVEL SIMULATION RESULTS
Fig. 9 shows the two-tier BS and UE deployment for the
system-level simulation (SLS). The zero-tier BS is located
at the center of Fig. 9, and 6 BSs are located adjacent to the
zero-tier BS constituting the first-tier. Next, 12 BSs surround
the first-tier BSs, configuring second-tier cell coverage. The
two-tier cell deployment is a widely accepted layout for SLS
since it can examine the network performances for cell-edge
users such as throughput, fairness, etc. Channels between
19 BSs and 570 UEs are generated with the feed antenna

7Note that mutual coupling between elements in a MIMO structure
reduces radiation efficiency, and various methods exist for suppressing
mutual coupling in a MIMO antenna [14], [29]. In this article, the coupling
loss is assumed to be completely mitigated.
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FIGURE 9. Two-tier cell deployment for system-level simulation.

TABLE 1. System-level simulation parameters.

array and MLA design proposed in Section III and IV. For
each 3-sectorized cell, 10 UEs are distributed uniformly, and
move 3 km/h or 30 km/h for indoor and outdoor condition for
each transmit time interval (TTI). The parameters for SLS
and antenna configuration are tabulated in Table 1. Note that
the number of TX and RX antenna elements in rows and
columns are changed to see the joint impact of MLA and
MIMO operation.

Fig. 10 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of per-UE throughput. UE throughputs are calculated based
on modulation and coding scheme (MCS) level, transport

FIGURE 10. Cumulative distribution function of UE throughput.

FIGURE 11. Cell edge UE (left) and average (right) UE throughput.

blocks size and spectral efficiency on each TTI. Simulations
were performed for up to 1,000 TTIs and the initial 20%
was set as a warm-up time and excluded from the results.
As shown in Fig. 10, the case ofMLAwith 8×8 feed antennas
shows the highest throughput values on the given deployment.
The results show that the lens antenna can achieve much
higher throughput due to spatial multiplexing and antenna
diversity effects than when using the MIMO antenna array.

Fig. 11 shows the statistical results of cell edge UE
throughput and average UE throughput. The cell edge UE
throughput is defined as the 5th percentile point of the CDF
of user throughput. In particular, the cell edge throughput
has been dramatically improved because the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is improved due to the lens gain as well as the
MIMO antenna. It can therefore be transmitted with a high
MCS in MLA cases, resulting in high throughput for both of
cell edge UEs and average UEs.

V. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have proposed a large-apertureMLA design
for multi-layer transmission for future wireless communica-
tion system such as 6G. Based on the theoretic background
of generalized law of refraction, the metamaterial unit cells
are modeled and fabricated to focus dispersive EMwaves in a
designated direction. Based on the 28×28 lens prototype, this
article shows that a single large-aperture MLA can achieve
beam gain of up to 14 dB compared to the case without a
lens. Measurement and simulation results corroborated that
the proposed meta channel properly reflects the properties of
the metamaterial lens forming multiple beam patterns from
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multiple feed antenna elements and the subsequent beam-
forming gains after the metamaterial lens.

Using the proposed channel model and MLA designs,
we have shown that multi-layer transmissions through MLA
are also possible, which results in higher performance than
the current MIMO antenna method in terms of throughput
for cell edge UE and average UE [30], [31]. In particular,
we demonstrate through SLS that the throughput gain of both
average UE and cell edge UE increases with the improved
beam gain of the proposed MLA. For example, an 8 × 8
MIMO antenna with the proposed metamaterial lens achieves
more than 25 Mbps/Hz/UE throughput, whereas an 8 × 8
antenna-only system achieves merely 15 Mbps/Hz/UE for
average UE throughput. In a reality where it is difficult to
make several metamaterial lenses and to experiment with
the actual propagation channel environments, the proposed
model is expected to be of great help in quickly grasping the
applicability of metamaterial lenses.

As mentioned earlier, despite the attractive wide band-
width, there are several problems (limited hardware, RF loss,
and high attenuation) to be addressed in order to usemmWave
or THz bands in 6G cellular networks. In this situation, the
proposed large-aperture MLA can be an effective solution
that goes beyond the chronic limitations on mmWave and
THz band. In addition, since the size of the metamaterial
unit cell corresponds to the wavelength of the EM wave,
as the frequency increases, more metamaterial unit cells can
be embedded within the same aperture of the metamaterial
lens, resulting in increased lens gain.

Note that advanced studies on programmable metamaterial
which can adaptively change their phase shifting properties
have been reported in recent years [32]–[35]. For example,
one way to obtain programmable metamaterial is to introduce
a varactor into unit cells [35]. The applied DC voltage makes
a varactor act as an adjustable capacitor and controls the
effective refractive index by influencing the resonance [36].
The programmable metamaterials are expected to provide a
new degree of freedom for beam steering as well as massive
MIMOoperations based on our proposedMLA structure, so it
will bring another innovation to increase system efficiency in
future 6G wireless communication systems.
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